D996: Men's Knit Jacket (L). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester. Color: Navy.

D224: Smoky Quartz Pendant. This Bali designer inspired pendant centers around a rich chocolate 8mm cushion cut smoky (8mm, 1.75ct.) quartz, accented by 15 diamonds (.005ctw.). Pendant is in sterling silver with 14kt yellow gold on an 18” long chain. The pendant is 21mm long and

D974: Crystal 6”H Bowl with Logo. Straight sided centerpiece bowl measures 6”H and has the Yale University logo engraved. Perfect to showcase potpourri, petals or candy.

D973: Four Square Coaster Set with Medallion. Polished silver-tone and leather coasters in a black base with chrome-plate metal posts. Yale University logo medallion in the center of coaster. Measures 4.25”W X 4.25”L X 2.25”H.

D972: Miranda Desk Clock with Logo Medallion. Desk clock with a rosewood finish. Measures: 4.25”H X 3.25”W. Features the Yale University logo on the medallion.

D971: Bulova Men’s Logo Dial Watch. Men’s gold plated bracelet watch with round gold-tone dial imprinted with logo. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 38mm.

D970: Bulova Women’s Logo Dial Watch. Women’s gold plated bracelet watch with round gold-tone dial imprinted with logo. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 30mm.

D419: Weber Charcoal Grill. The Jumbo Joe Gold Charcoal Grill features the classic porcelain-enameded finish bowl and lid, plated steel cooking grate; rust resistant aluminum dampers and ash catcher. 240 sq. in. of cooking space. Easy to transport with the Tuck-N-Carry lid lock.
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D266: Green Amethyst Pendant. So simple, so chic, this 12.5mm long checkerboard faceted cushion cut green amethyst pendant adds a splash of color to your ensemble. The 9mm thick shimmering faceted gemstone is presented on a rolo chain in sterling silver. Chain is 18” long.

D420: Midland 38 Mile Range Radios. XTalker 38 mile range radio with 36 channels features 121 privacy codes, NOAA Weather Alert Scan, silent operation, hi/lo power settings, eVox hands-free operation and micro USB charging, (2) 1000mAH rechargeable.

D222: Casio Keyboard. The Casio electronic keyboard features 44 mini keys, 100 tones, 50 rhythms, 10 songs, LCD display, 5 drum pads and piano/organ switch. Power adapter is included.

D297: Pearl Bracelet. Beautifully captivating 8mm thick cultured freshwater pearls are elegantly strung along this single row bracelet. This timeless design has been given an updated look with a hammered gold over sterling silver ball clasp. Bracelet is 7” in length.

D267: Pearl Earrings. With just enough sparkle for the workday, and into the evening too, these freshwater 6mm pearl drop earrings with diamond accents in 10kt white gold, will be your accessory of choice. The earrings have a 17mm drop and 7mm push back posts.

D423: Coleman 8D LED Quad Lantern. The Quad Lantern features four (4) removable LED panels. Each LED panel includes 6 white, 5mm white LED lights with 30 hour runtime. Includes rechargeable NiMH battery. Operates on 8 "D-cell" batteries (not included.)

D431: Eureka Airspeed One Vacuum. Moves more air, removes more dirt. The vacuum features an extended reach of 7.5 ft. Shorter air path and wide tubes increase the amount of airflow for powerful suction; diverts the suction power to where you need it most - the floor or the hose. 10

D992: Women’s Knit Jacket (S). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.
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D287: Blue Topaz Ring. Glittering in bold brilliance, a trio of cushion cut blue topaz (4.95ctw.) stones will make a sensational statement in this sterling silver ring. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.


D245: White Topaz Pendant. This antique inspired white topaz (1.15ctw.) teardrop pendant is a classic design in sterling silver that will flatter any neckline. The chain is 18” in length and .5mm thick. The pendant is 24mm long and 5mm thick.

D244: White Topaz Earrings. Sparkle, shimmer and shine in these fantastic earrings with white topaz (16.42mm wide X 19mm long, 0.75ctw.) in sterling silver with 8.5mm push back posts.

D435: Escali Bluetooth Bath Scale. Send wireless measurements from the SmartConnect Body Scale to the Escali SmartConnect app on your Apple or Android mobile device to track body weight, BMI, set goals and view progress. The elegant black glass platform supports

D438: Vivitar Terrain Series Spotting Scope. Vivitar TV 20 - 60 x 60 angled spotting scope with 20-60x zoom eyepiece. Features multi-coated optics, rubberized eye piece has zoom function built-in, long eye relief, close focusing, zoom from 20x - 60x with ease and a 45-degree angled

D05: Sterling Silver Men’s Ring. Sterling silver men's ring, with in-laid black onyx and a diamond accent. Available in ring sizes 7 to 13 in half size increments.

D445: Bushnell G2 BackTrack GPS. The new BackTrack utilizes a high sensitivity GPS receiver and stores up to 3 locations. At the end of the day, simply select your desired location and the unit displays direction and distance of travel back to your location. Features a self-calibrating
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D446: Towle Everyday 62 Piece Flatware Set. Textured 18/0 stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. Includes 12 5-piece place settings, 1 serving fork and 1 serving spoon. The 62-piece setting includes 12 salad forks, 12 dinner forks, 12 dinner knives, 12 dinner spoons and 12

D984: Men’s Jacket (L). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, taffeta hood &

D232: Diamond Earrings. Dangling with a regal flair, these lovely diamond drop earrings have a vintage floral motif with a distinctive look. The earrings feature 38 diamonds, (0.005ct. each for a total of 0.19ctw.) Set in sterling silver with leverback closure and measure 14.1mm

D233: Diamond Pendant. This elegant antique floral motif pendant features 31 diamonds (0.005ct. each; 0.155ctw. total) accents in a vintage flair. This pendant has a dazzling display of texture and sparkle. Pendant is in sterling silver with an 18” long cable chain. The pendant is 23mm

D448: Caravelle New York Women’s Watch. Women’s stainless steel bracelet watch with round silver-tone patterned dial and crystal accented bezel. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 30.0mm and

D454: Black & Decker Lithium Drill/Driver. The 12V MAX Lithium Drill is 35% more compact which allows you easier access into tight spaces. Features a soft grip handle; a variable speed trigger; and an LED work light. This drill includes: 12V MAX Lithium Ion Battery (holds a charge

D455: Altec Lansing Bluetooth Speaker. Jacket H2O Bluetooth wireless speaker features a compact design, voice confirmation and an onboard mic for clear, hands-free communication. The speaker is waterproof / dustproof / shockproof rated and it floats! with 8 hours of battery life and

D459: Anne Klein Women’s Watch. Women’s tortoise-resin bezel and bangle bracelet watch with round brown mother-of-pearl dial accented with 60 Swarovski crystals. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, jewelry clasp closure, quartz movement and water resistant to 30
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D222: Gold Earrings. Imagine the possibilities with these shiny 7mm 14kt gold ball stud earrings, for dressy times, casual times or the times in between. Always stylish and classic with push back post closure.

D460: PC Hardside 20" Carry-On Cart. This hardside carry-on features 8 double spinner wheels for easy maneuverability; expands and includes TSA lock; zip inside divider; and convenient top handle giving you the perfect mix of function and style. Color: Brushed Silver.

D464: Altec Lansing Bluetooth Speaker with Clock. With both FM radio capability and Bluetooth, this alarm clock lets you wake up to whatever you want to hear. Snooze by waving hand over the top and charge 2 devices with USB ports. Dual alarm clock radio with Voice Confirmation.

D221: Gold and Silver Earrings. Sterling silver and 14kt yellow gold slender, elongated dangle earrings are hard to resist on an earwire. The earrings have a 39mm drop and 6.5mm posts.

D980: Women's Jacket (S). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellant finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, taffeta hood & Company Access Code: 9859

D468: Vivitar Refractor Telescope. Product features multiple magnification options 56x, 168x, 175x and 525x. Slow motion control for precise adjustments. Lightweight durable construction. Includes a full-sized adjustable tripod and eyepieces 4 and 12.5. Measures 29"L X 6"W X 9"H.

D74: Women's Gold Bracelet. 10kt yellow gold mariner link bracelet. Bracelet is 7" long.

D469: Vivitar HD Compact DVR Kit. 16.1MP compact DVR with 2.4" rotating color LCD features 4x zoom, HD, screen rotates for video selfies, image stabilization and anti-shake, speaker, self-timer & auto power off. AV & USB cables, software CD, wrist strap, carrying case, memory card, http://www.giftnetonline.com/
D86: Blue Topaz Earrings. Perfect pair for day or night, these bezel set blue topaz (2.00ct.tw.) earrings in 10kt white gold are bursting with color.

D478: Vivitar CaptureCam. Full-featured home monitoring & security camera in a compact package. Setup the CaptureCam in any room of the house to monitor children, pets etc., with any iOS and Android mobile device. 2-way audio connection. Plug-and-play Wi-Fi setup.

D239: Aurora Shredder. 10-sheet cross cut paper shredder is ideal for home/office use. With the use of its durable steel cutters, this reliable compact machine destroys up to 10 sheets of documents or 1 credit card per pass. Includes an integrated 5-gallon wastebasket.

D70: Gold and Silver Earrings. 14kt gold and sterling silver hoop earrings with a snap bar closure.

D240: Aurora Ipsilon Satin Black Rollerball Pen. Manufactured in Italy since 1919, Ipsilon presents tapering clean lines of satin resin. Chrome accents add distinct notes of refinement while the shape tapers perfectly to allow an ideal fit in your hand.

D34: Bushnell Binoculars. "Powerview" binocular features 10x50mm wide angle lens, carrying case and neck strap.

D296: Fossil Men's Watch. Men's stainless steel bracelet watch features a round blue dial, date display, second hand sweep, quartz movement and is water resistant to 10 ATM's.

D304: Fossil Women's Watch. Women's stainless steel bracelet watch features a round silver dial, date display, second hand sweep, quartz movement and water resistant to 10 ATM's. Case measures 30mm in diameter and 9mm in thickness.

Company Access Code: 9859
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D305: Frigidaire Professional 12-Cup Drip Coffee Maker. The drip coffee maker features coffee strength selector, water filtration system, PowerPlus brewing system, Pro-Select LCD display and 24-hour programmable start option.

D313: Hamilton Beach Big Mouth Juice Extractor. Fits whole foods for less pre-cutting, extra wide mouth and pushing tool for easy juicing. Easy to assemble & store. Features a powerful 800 watt motor. Parts are dishwasher safe. Includes recipes, juicing cup, extra-large pulp bin.

D226: London Blue Topaz Ring. Inspired by the elegant ring worn by Lady Diana, this unique ring with a 10x8mm oval London blue topaz (3.10ct.) stone is surrounded by 16 ring white topaz (0.041ct. each) stones set in sterling silver. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size.

D335: Caravelle New York Men's Watch. Men's stainless steel bracelet watch with round grey chronograph dial. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, fold-over clasp, luminous hands and markers. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case measures 44mm in diameter.

D355: Dream Gear Power Station 5. Features 5 high-performance 2.4A USB ports for simultaneous full speed charging; cast aluminum base; soft-touch device stand works with phones/tablets with or without cases. Use your device's original cable.

D351: iLive Bluetooth Home Music System. Stream music from your Bluetooth enabled device. Listen to CDs, enjoy FM radio. Features a USB phone charger to charge almost any device; compact design pumps out big sound; and 2-channel stereo sound with a DBBS. The CD player

D225: Dangle Heart Earrings. These stylish Bali inspired earrings are in sterling silver and are complemented by 14kt yellow gold bead work throughout. A rope style hinged hoop adds the perfect touch. The earrings have a 27mm drop and 6mm posts.

D356: Vivitar Pro Action Camcorder. Compact digital video camera with an underwater housing. It can capture stunning 5.1MP still images, along with recording video at 720p. The full 2" full touch LCD screen serves as both viewfinder and playback monitor. The
D54: Sony 900 MHz Analog RF Wireless Headphone. Wireless headphone features 150 ft. max reception, FM stereo sound, volume control on-ear piece, and auto power On/Off. Charging time approx 16 hours; Battery life up to 15 hours.

D374: Marquis by Waterford Beverage Glasses. The Marquis beverage set includes eight iced beverage glasses. Perfect for casual and formal entertaining.

D382: Motorola Dect Cordless Handsets. Three cordless handsets, expandable up to 5 handsets features a backlit keypad, large backlit 2” diagonal display shows functions: number, date and time, caller ID with 30 name & number storage. Handset speaker, 10 selectable ring tones, wall

D362: Amethyst Ring. This genuine amethyst and cubic zirconia ring is destined to be the center of attention. A 4.10 carat oval amethyst is embraced by 64 -1.5mm white CZs in sterling silver. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

D388: GPX Wireless Bluetooth Sound Base. Designed to enhance your home theatre sound. Easily connect to your TV with the included RCA cables or with the optical input for superior sound. Wirelessly stream music from your Bluetooth device and connect non-wireless devices to the

D231: Blue Topaz Pendant. Wonderfully symmetrical, this cushion cut three stone blue topaz (2.10 ctw.) pendant is nestled between 4 diamonds (.04 ctw.) in sterling silver. Pendant has a length of 23mm and is 3mm thick. Chain: 18" long.

D384: Wine Carrier Package. Wine Enthusiast Set includes a traditional corkscrew, a Neoprene 3-Bottle Carrier, shatter-proof polycarb stemless glasses (set of 4), and a Nuance Wine Finer Aerator.
D223: Heart Pendant. A beautiful reminder that when your heart is open - anything can happen. The diamond (.09ctw.) ribbon accent adds just the right amount of sparkle to this sterling silver pendant that is suspended from an 18" long cable chain. The pendant is 26mm long and 3.5mm.

D393: GPX Portable DVD Player. Portable Cinema - The multi-format player has a 7" LCD screen for sharp, colorful images. The 16:9 aspect ratio gives you the letterbox format popular on DVD movies. Plug in at home or in the car; or watch movies anywhere with the built-in rechargeable.

D404: Cuisinart 4-Cup Rice Cooker. The rice cooker features a stainless steel steaming basket, glass lid, paddle, measuring cup and retractable cord storage. Also great for steaming meats and vegetables. Measures: 10.67"W X 10.08"H X 9.92"D.

D10: Pearl Necklace. Graduated (4-8.5mm thick) cultured freshwater pearl necklace with a 14kt gold filigree clasp. Necklace is 16" long.

D999: In lieu of selecting a traditional gift, you may choose to have a tree planted in your honor on Yale's campus. Trees will be planted by Yale School of Forestry's Urban Resources Initiative. Yale groundskeepers will water and nurture the tree. Tree plantings are held in the fall and spring.

D998: Men's Knit Jacket (S). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester. Color: Navy.

D997: Men's Knit Jacket (M). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester. Color: Navy.

D995: Men's Knit Jacket (XL). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.
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D986: Men’s Jacket (S). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D994: Men’s Knit Jacket (2XL). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.

D983: Men’s Jacket (XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D976: Women’s Jacket (2XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D975: Women’s Jacket (3XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D977: Women’s Jacket (XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D978: Women’s Jacket (L). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D62: Winsome Trading TV Table Set. Table set features four (4) oblong wood TV tables with storage stand. Table dimensions: 25.5”H X 23.63”W X 15.75”D.
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D981: Men's Jacket (3XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D979: Women's Jacket (M). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D982: Men's Jacket (2XL). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable. 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &

D991: Women's Knit Jacket (M). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.

D988: Women's Knit Jacket (2XL). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.

D990: Women's Knit Jacket (L). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.
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D993: Men's Knit Jacket (3XL). The coziness and warmth of your favorite sweater, elevated by a layer of bonded knit, making it the perfect soft shell. Two-layer bonded knit jacket for added warmth. Chin guard and storm flap for added weather protection. 100% polyester.

D66: DeLonghi Deep Fryer. Deep fryer in stainless steel with 3lb food capacity includes a dual-zone feature that prevents food from burning and reduces odors, and features an adjustable thermostat with indicator light and a permanent filter.

D985: Men's Jacket (M). Relaxed styling with a definitely technical edge. The waterproof, yet breathable membrane will keep you dry & comfortable, 100% polyester twill with waterproof breathable membrane & water repellent finish. 100% polyester mesh lining, tafeta hood &